Recognizing youth as powerful agents of social change in a world often characterized by intolerance, cultural and religious divisions, PLURAL+ is aimed at involving youth in addressing the key challenges in their community related to migrant integration, inclusiveness, identity, diversity, human rights and social cohesiveness.

www.unaoc.org/pluralplus

Organized by the United Nations Alliance of Civilizations and The International Organization for Migration

Youth Video Festival on Migration, Identity and Diversity

Awards Ceremony

December 18th, 2009

International Migrants' Day

The Paley Center for Media

New York City
6:00pm WELCOME – Jordi Torrent, Alliance of Civilizations
PLURAL+ Project Manager

OPENING REMARKS
• Mrs. Diane Lewis, VP, Public Affairs & Programs
  The Paley Center for Media
• Mr. Kiyotaka Akasaka, United Nations, Under-Secretary-General
  for Communications and Public Information
• Mr. Marc Scheuer, Director
  United Nations Alliance of Civilizations
• Ms. Amy Muedin, Programme Specialist
  International Organization for Migration

PRESENTATION AND VIEWING OF
PLURAL + INTERNATIONAL JURY AWARDS
Presented by Mr. Marc Scheuer and Ms. Amy Muedin

• 9-12 year category
  Warda (5:00 min., 2008, Belgium/Palestine)
  Palestinian Children from The Arab Educational Institute
  (Bethlehem) with Louise-Marie Colon and Delphine Hermans
  Accepted by Mr. Dimitri Kimplaere (Camera-etc.)

• 13-17 year category
  Who Am I? (4:52 min., 2009, Republic of Korea)
  Youngmin Kim
  Accepted by Ms. Andrea Petkovic (Coordinator, PLURAL+)
  Acceptance speech read by Ms. Karen Lerman (Coordinator, PLURAL+)

• 18-25 year category
  Something to Exchange: a Dialogue Between Old and New Migrants (4:58 min., 2009, Italy)
  Veronica Owusu Kyei, Janira Incio Noé, Laura Bevione, Vesna Scepanovic, Gabriella Bordin, Francesca Portalupi, Chaimaa Zouine
  Accepted by Ms. Francesca Portalupi

PRESENTATION AND VIEWING OF PLURAL+ PARTNER AWARDS

Diversity Makes the World Colorful (2:50 min., 2009, Italy)
Giulia Peruzzotti, Giulia Colella, Lorenzo Deangelis, Gabriele Squizzato
and students from Leonardo da Vinci and G. Pascoli High Schools, Somma Lombardo, Italy
PLURAL+ Paley Center Media Education Award
PLURAL+ Scalabrini International Migration Network Award
Presented by Ms. Rebekah Fisk, The Paley Center for Media
Accepted by Ms. Giulia Peruzzotti

The Story Behind Just Another Nationality (4:21 min., 2009, The Netherlands)
Jane Johannes
PLURAL+ Asian Lindh Euro-Med Award
Presented by Mr. Paul Walton, Anna Lindh Foundation
PLURAL+ COPEAM Award
Presented by Ms. Karen Lerman, (Coordinator PLURAL+) on behalf of COPEAM

482 (4:42 min., 2009, Ukraine)
Michael Moskalenko and Olga Volymska
PLURAL+ UNTV Short Feature Award
Presented by Ms. Susan Farkas, UN Department of Public Information, Radio and Television Service; News and Media Division
PLURAL+ BaKaFORUM Award
Presented by Mr. David Kleeman, American Center for Children and Media

Waiting to Leave or to Live (5:00 min., 2009, United Kingdom)
Ghazaleh Alimohammadiha with North of England Refugees Service
PLURAL+ AlJadeed TV Award
Presented by Mrs. Samar Nader, AljadeedTV

I'm Hungry (5:00 min., 2008, Belgium)
Students from Liege Public School with Louise-Marie Colon and Delphine Hermans (Camera-ect.)
PLURAL+ Paley Center Media Education Award
Presented by Ms. Nicole Kempskie, The Paley Center for Media

Migration (5:00 min., 2008, Ecuador)
Marco Panchi with Red de Niños, Niñas y Adolescentes Comunicadores del Ecuador
PLURAL+ Center for Migration Studies Award
Presented by Rev. René Manenti, Center for Migration Studies

Sugar Cane Hopes (5:00 min., 2009, USA/Dominican Republic)
Leandro Perez, Freddy Ogando and Xu Xiang with Global Potential
PLURAL+ Respect Award
Presented by Ms. Anna Lillicrap, (Coordinator, PLURAL+) on behalf of Respect/NoGhetto
Accepted by Mr. Leandro Perez, Mr. Freddy Ogando and Mr. Xu Xiang

Meeting in Mars (2:00 min., Brazil)
1st and 2nd Grade students at Instituto Marlin Azul, Vitória, Brazil
PLURAL+ NEXOS Un Esfuerzo Colectivo Award
Presented by Mr. Enrique Gaspar, Nexos Alianza

8:00pm End of Ceremony